Grand Parents Day

To felicitate and honour the Grandparents who leave a lasting impression in a child’s life, Prep celebrated Grand Parents day with a great deal of enthusiasm on 28th and 29th of sept 2016.

Grandparents were welcomed into the central courtyard which was decorated to create a spirit of togetherness and fun. Our principal Abha Ma’am defined the Grandparents as the storehouses of wisdom, knowledge and experience who play an important role in the lives of their grandchildren.

The program commenced with a song sung by the children highlighting their love for their dada- dadis and nana- nanis. This was followed by a dance performance by the little ones which was overwhelming for the grandparents as they saw them dance with grace and confidence. The grandparents then sportingly joined their grandchildren on the floor and danced to the tune of birdie dance with Abha ma’am taking the lead.

This was followed by light refreshments and a visit by the Grandparents to the classrooms where they were presented with a beautiful clay crafted hand print of their little ones especially made for them by their grandchildren.

Everyone seemed truly happy and the overjoyed grandparents were allowed to take their grandchildren home along with them.